WHAT ARE THE FANTASIES
OF A DEVOTEE?
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WARNING! I CAN NOT, HERE, ONLY SPEAK OF MY FEELINGS. UNFORTUNATELY I
DID NOT EVEN ENOUGH FOR CONTACT WITH OTHER DEVOTEE WOMEN TO MAKE
A GENERALITY.
I honestly do not think the best position to
answer your question, but I'll do what I can.
Generally I am a very "soft" in my
relationship. And so I do not think either of
extravagant fantasies as a devotee.
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For now, I exult that small daily pleasures:
- Walk in a park, at my side, a paraplegic
- See the rise in car in well-built boy in
wheelchair
- Sit on the knees, and kiss for hours ...
Here, I summarize these first desires, into
simple desires of a couple more ... common.

Desires that could target the disabled:
- Watch it move with mechanical aids in the
ease as in the difficulty
- Watch the dressing, ...
Generally, the more or less daily activities
into difficulties but because of disability
(eating, bathing, dressing, moving, ...)
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THIS PICTURE DOES NOT REPRESENT MY FANTASY, BUT JUST THE IDEA THAT ONE COULD BE A
DEVOTEE OF FANTASY.
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But it is true that personally, I also feel a certain pleasure to be able to offer help when needed.
But you also qualify at this level, because I would not be compelled to help the person for
everything! Hence the article "Devotee YES, nurse NO". If occasionally, it can be a pleasure to
help the person out of bed, bring him his shoes, help him up off the couch to settle in his chair ...
he would not want it becomes a daily necessity!
It's a bit naughty to say, but for me, my pleasure is to be able to choose when I want to take care
of him for his disability. If I had to do every minute, it would probably a chore for me, but if I
could never do it, it would also lack.
I think what is significant too, again in my case, is being able to speak of disability: A to Z, ideally
without taboos. Can speak of pain, touch the injured members, talk about projects despite the
handicap, to sympathize with the anger of being disabled when it would be easier to be otherwise.
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It's like having a passion for a sport. Imagine cycling. What is nice is that I can choose when you
want to go ride a bike. It would be painful to be forced to ride all day, and both she sad about
leaving the bike in the garage when we have time to do a ballad craft. I realize that what I'm
saying is like reducing the disabled person to a thing you get out when you want to have fun, but
if this idea crosses your mind, I would that you did not think that about me. It's hard to put into
words his feelings, whatever they may be elsewhere.
Consider another example. The trip would be to have the girl always great gun, dressed in the
fashion, never cleansed, and that it looks like she just emerged from the hairdresser. OK, go
ahead. Now imagine that to have it, you are forced to accompany him in all stores, to wait hours
at the hairdresser, to wait as Madame go find the color that suits him. Nope, sometimes you may
want to also leave her alone with her physical dream, just to enjoy it when it is ready. And both, if
you are forbidden to accompany him on his fine shops, if you were asked to let her go alone, go
shopping in Paris, you also blame. You would rather support for the right time. Yet it is not that
why you leave her alone with her problems, or that you exit just when you need a model in front
of friends. It was an EXAMPLE!
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Questions, comments about the fantasies of a devotee? Post them in comments, I will answer ...

Q UESTIONS :

What would you think of a devotee who really would display such a fantasy?
Some women (non-devotee) dominate like man, tie it to bed. Some people (without disabilities)
like to get whipped. So I would say always the same as "disabled people have the right to be like
the others", I reply that if the disabled person loves being dominated in this way, and if,
moreover, he is a devotee experiencing a real fantasy to enchain, dominate, then I think they will
be well. All I want, and I think this is the case for many other things, they keep their fantasies in
their private circle, everyone is not ready yet to see such behavior.
I am a sweet, I do not mean to dominate my partner. What if my partner needs to feel dominate
from time to time, the couple can not flourish.
I just want everyone to be able to grow in their relationship, with or without extravagant
fantasies. Anything goes as long as one is all right.
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